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Introduction 

Nestled within the Ambohimisafy rural municipality in Ikongo district, Fitovinany region, is located Maromby, 

where a construction initiative has been completed. It is an endeavour born out of a shared commitment to 

progress and development, with the Eagle Foundation allocating a budget of £29,701 for the project. This 

initiative, which unfolded between October 2022 and July 2023, stands as a testament to the Foundation's 

dedication to empowering underprivileged regions by ensuring access to quality education and essential 

sanitation facilities. 

At its core, the project's primary goal remains the construction of three new furnished classrooms, to serve as 

educational hubs that nurture the dreams and aspirations of Maromby's youth. Beyond educational spaces, 

the development extended to the construction of latrines, urinals, showers, and the implementation of a 

sustainable rainwater catchment system. These vital components were integrated to address pressing hygiene 

and sanitation needs, instigating a profound impact on the health and well-being of the community. Moreover, 

a dedicated hand-washing unit was established, promoting hygiene practices that are indispensable in 

safeguarding the community's health. 

This project is made possible thanks to the partnership between Feedback Madagascar (FBM) and the Eagle 

Foundation. It was formalised by an agreement signed on the 26th September 2022, with a total budget of 

MGA 276,225,390.78. This partnership underlines the unity of purpose, signifying the shared commitment of 

these organisations to uplift marginalised regions and create an environment where education and sanitation 

converge to offer a brighter future. This report will go into more detail about the stages of the project, its 

results, the challenges encountered, the beneficiaries and the current situation of the people of Maromby. 

Project location 
Maromby Village is situated within the Ambohimisafy rural municipality, in the Ikongo district of the Fitovinany 

region in southeastern Madagascar, part of the African continent. Accessing this remote locale from 

Fianarantsoa town entails a journey spanning 122 kilometres. The route first consists of an 86-kilometre drive 

on a well-paved tarmac road leading to Ifanadiana town. Subsequently, a 32-kilometre drive on a secondary 

road towards Ikongo brings travelers to Ambohimisafy. The final 5 kilometres present a unique challenge as 

Maromby is only accessible on foot, requiring a crossing of the Faraony River by canoe. 

 

Figure 1 Location of Maromby in relation to Antananarivo 
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Figure 2 Maromby in relation to Fianarantsoa, Ikongo and Ifanadiana 

 

Figure 3 Maromby in relation to the centre of Ambohimisafy municipality 
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Figure 4 Maromby Village 

Latitude: 21°30'33.19"S Longitude: 47°31'32.74"E 
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Calendar of achievements 

  PREVISIONS 

X REALISATIONS 

 

Activity 

2022 2023 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Féb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct 

Project coordination meeting X                         

Recruitment of one qualified and experienced building supervisor   X                       

Information letter sent to local authorities and partners involved in 
the project 

X                         

Ordering and paying for materials and equipment required for the 
project 

    X     X   X           

Contract the transporter to deliver the equipment   X                       

First meeting on the site to meet the beneficiaries of the  school, 
sign the agreement defining the roles and responsibilities of each 
stakeholder in the project, identify and train the members of the 
local committees to supervise and control the work ("COST"), 
identify the shops & builders/housing for the teams, draw up an 
action plan concerning local material, the transport of materials 
and the start of work at the school. 

X                         

Contract the team to make the cement blocks   X                       

Manufacture of cement blocks   X                       

Hiring people to break up building stones/gravel   X                       

Stone-breaking work   X                       

Purchase and delivery of materials and equipment     X X   X   X     X     

Regular monitoring of community contributions and support for 
community organisation 

  X X X X X X X   X X     

Interim report             X             

Contracting of builders for the project, planning meeting and 
preparation for start of work by builders 

            X             

Builders set up on site             X             
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Activity 

2022 2023 

Oct Nov Dec Jan Féb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct 

Land clearing       X                   

Laying the foundations.             X             

Building school walls               X           

Project monitoring visits by Fianarantsoa office staff     X   X     X   X   X X 

Fitting the gable and formwork.               X           

Installation of purlins and roofing for the schools.               X           

Construction of a toilet block and installation of a rainwater 
collection system 

                  X       

Interior and exterior cement work, installation of doors and 
windows 

                  X       

On-site assembly of school desks                   X       

Painting                     X X   

Site cleaning, finishing touches and completion                         X 

Technical acceptance of the works by the authorities, and 
handover of the keys under the patronage of the Mayor, Head of 
the District and the Head of the Ikongo district education 
authorities and representatives of Feedback Madagascar/Ny 
Tanintsika 

                        X 

Training for members of the school's maintenance and repair 
committee (CER), & provision of a tool kit 

                        X 

Site withdrawal                         X 
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Details on the project 

The first phase of the project focused on essential preparations that laid the groundwork for the subsequent 

achievement of objectives. Excavation, in particular, was carried out to prepare the ground on which the new 

educational structures would be erected. This process required meticulous coordination, involving the 

technical supervisor, to ensure that the work proceeded efficiently and in accordance with the project's 

specifications. 

A crucial step in this phase was the beneficiaries' mobilisation meeting. During this meeting, community 

members were informed of their vital role in the project's realisation. Beneficiaries' contributions were 

discussed in detail, and plans were made for the transportation of materials from the centre of the 

municipality to the village. This involved the transport of coarse, fine, and medium sand, as well as the 

preparation of quarry products. 

 

Figure 5 Beneficiaries mobilisation meeting 

The harmonisation of these efforts involved close collaboration among various stakeholders, including a 

FBM/NT surveillance agent and storekeeper, local beneficiaries, as well as the miners. This preparatory phase 

laid the foundation for the subsequent stages of the project, ensuring that resources and contributions were 

well managed. 

The 14th April 2023 marked a significant milestone in the project's realisation. This date was reserved for the 

foundation ceremony, a solemn event that brought together a variety of key actors. Among the participants 

were the association of parents of pupils, teachers, the municipality-level education chief, the neighbourhood 

chief, traditional authorities, and the Mayor of Ambohimisafy.  

The foundation ceremony held special significance, symbolising the collective commitment to the project’s 

success and underscoring the importance of education for the Maromby community. It was the occasion to 

officially kick off the construction of the new educational infrastructure that would enhance access to 

education in the community. This ceremony not only laid the physical foundations of the project but also the 

groundwork for collaboration among all parties involved. 
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Figure 6 Foundation ceremony : Elder of the village symbolically laying the first stones to the building. 

The members of the “COST” committee in charge of overseeing the construction project maintained 

continuous vigilance over the building work and the materials used. They diligently ensured that the 

community's commitments to the project were fulfilled within the specified timeframe. Fortunately, the 

project did not encounter any major issues during its execution; however, there were occasional minor 

setbacks related to the timely delivery of local materials and the essential water supply required for the 

construction. 

The community made significant contributions to the school building project, including unloading materials 

transported from Fianarantsoa, providing accommodation for the builders, facilitating the establishment of 

the project storeroom, offering local labour for the transportation of materials, sand, and water, as well as 

providing support to the builders for any other needs. Additionally, the community contributed logs for 

scaffolding, assisted in the essential task of levelling the ground before commencing construction, and played 

a crucial role in the transportation of materials via pirogue and quarry products. These combined efforts 

underscore the community's dedication and cooperation in ensuring the success of the project. 

 

Figure 7 Community contribution to breeze block construction. 
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Figure 8 Transport and unloading of materials at the centre storeroom in Ambohimisafy. 

Construction work on Maromby Primary School was successfully completed on the 1st October 2023, with the 

official inspection of the project taking place the following day. This inspection was attended by significant 

figures, including the Head of Education for Ikongo District, the Chief of the Ikongo district, the Head of 

Education for Ambohimisafy Municipality, local municipal authorities including the Mayor, the school's head-

teacher and teaching staff, students, members of the parents' association, the local community, 

representatives from FBM/NT, and the construction team. 

After a meticulous assessment of every aspect of the newly constructed infrastructure, all parties expressed 

their utmost satisfaction with the quality of the builders' work. Nevertheless, during the evaluation, three 

specific areas requiring attention were identified as essential community contributions to the project. These 

included ensuring the operationalisation of tree nurseries, implementing sodding to protect embankments, 

and delineating the school grounds by planting hedges. These additional tasks are deemed crucial in further 

enhancing the project's overall success and long-term sustainability. 

On the 30th September 2023, a vital training session was conducted for the members of the School 

Maintenance and Repairs Committee (known as 'CER'). The CER holds a pivotal role in ensuring the 

sustainability of the school building, furniture, rain catchment system, and sanitation block. This committee 

consists of members from the parents' association, a representative from the teaching staff, and one student 

from each class. The CER operates in close collaboration with the school's head-teacher and the president of 

the parents' association, with a primary focus on maintaining and promptly repairing the school's 

infrastructure. 

To empower the CER in their responsibilities, a comprehensive tool kit was supplied to the school during the 

completion of works ceremony. This tool kit equips the committee with the necessary resources and 

instruments for effectively conducting repairs and maintenance, further solidifying their capacity to uphold 

the long-term functionality of the educational facilities. 

Following a series of speeches filled with heartfelt gratitude towards the Eagle Foundation, Feedback 

Madagascar / Ny Tanintsika, the builders, and the COST committee, the symbolic moment arrived when the 

keys to the building were formally presented to the head-teacher, along with the President of the Parents' 

Association. 
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Figure 9 The Mayor’s speech at the inauguration ceremony 

Features of the new school building are as follows: 

The school project encompasses a single building consisting of three classrooms, adhering to the standard 

school building model developed by Feedback Madagascar - Ny Tanintsika, with detailed plans provided. This 

building features robust stone foundations and cement breezeblock walls supported by a reinforced concrete 

structure. Both the inside and outside walls are coated with cement rendering, while the upper portion of the 

external walls showcases a breezeblock-style pointing design. The roofing is constructed to withstand 

cyclones, fashioned from durable tin. The building is equipped with double metal doors, featuring hooks for 

keeping them open from the outside. Each classroom boasts three glass-paned windows, opening inwards, 

with protective grills on the outside for added security. Front and back guttering is seamlessly integrated into 

the building's design. The interior exhibits a two-tone colour scheme, with an oil-based paint at the base to 

safeguard against dirt and water-based paint higher up. The classrooms and veranda feature cement ceilings 

adorned with oil paint. Inside the classrooms, there are concrete blackboards and chalkboards, along with a 

raised stage for the teacher and their desk. The flooring is constructed from concrete. Each classroom is 

equipped with in-built shelving made of cement breezeblocks, featuring lockable wooden doors (0.55m x 

1.70m) for storing books, materials, or supplies. 

Additionally, the project includes 48 school desks with integrated benches, distributed as 16 sets in each new 

classroom, along with three tables and three chairs for the teachers. The sanitation facilities encompass a 

sanitation block measuring 4.82m x 3.60m x 2.40m, comprising three 'fly-proof' latrine compartments, two 

shower cubicles, and boys' and girls' urinals. A hand-washing unit is strategically positioned between the 

latrines and the school, promoting proper hand hygiene at key moments. Water supply is facilitated through 

a rainwater catchment system, connected to the school's guttering and featuring an 8mᶟ tank adjacent to the 

building. A system is integrated to prevent the initial rainwater, which may carry debris from the roof, from 

entering the tank. The tank is equipped with a manhole cover on top and accessible steps between the tank 
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and the school building for refilling during dry spells. Hygiene education is an integral component of the 

project. 

Furthermore, the project encompasses the construction of two gazebos to serve as shaded areas for children 

to play and relax within the school grounds. The project also involves tree planting within the school grounds 

and the establishment of a tree nursery. This includes the planting of a protective fence around the school 

grounds. 

 

Figure 10 Maromby Primary School, Impluvium and gazebos 

Difficulties encountered 

This project encountered a few difficulties that led to delays to the start-date.  

Because of the terrible state of the road, Maromby being located in a highly remote area, deliveries had to be 

done before and after the worst of the rains. Moreover, two cyclones hit Madagascar (Cheneso and Freddy) 

during the rainy season from December 2022 to March 2023. So the community’s transport of materials from 

the central storeroom was delayed.  

As people were busy rebuilding the school kitchen and toilets that got destroyed by the cyclones (essential for 

the school feeding programme to continue), community contributions to the project – which involved 1km of 

walk from the river to Maromby – were postponed. The distance and mountainous terrain (about a one and a 

half hour walk) was also very challenging for beneficiaries in the transportation of materials.  

Due to a theft from the school’s canteen storeroom which led to its suspension, the deliveries of materials and 

the start of building work was suspended until the canteen restarted on the 5th April 2023.   

The alteration in the project schedule was influenced not only by timing adjustments but also by the site's 

topographical characteristics. Given the site's topography and the necessity for additional land levelling, the 

construction of a support wall became imperative to safeguard the new building and the school premises. This 
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support wall spans 40 metres in length and stands at a height of 2.5 metres. The inclusion of this wall extended 

the construction timeline, emphasising the significance of accommodating the site's unique features. 

 

Figure 11 Land levelling in preparation for the support wall construction. 

The transportation of materials was a vital component of the project logistics. However, the process was 

intricately linked to the condition of the waterways. In the case of rising water levels of the river, the 

transportation of materials had to be temporarily halted. This dependency on water conditions introduced an 

additional layer of complexity to the project's material logistics. 

Project beneficiaries 

Based on numbers for the current and last school year, the following table provides data on project 

beneficiaries. 

  2022-2023  2023-2024 

ECD 
(Nursery) 

Boys 0 0 

Girls 0 0 

Grad1 

Boys 26 42 

Girls 28 47 

Grad2 

Boys 13 15 

Girls 14 18 

Grad3 

Boys 3 5 

Girls 4 5 

Grad4 

Boys 11 7 

Girls 10 6 

Grad5 

Boys 4 6 

Girls 3 4 

TOTAL  

Boys 57 75 

Girls 59 80 

Total  116 155 
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Direct beneficiaries from the previous school year numbered 116 students, comprising 57 boys and 59 girls, 

along with three teachers. In the current school year, the number of beneficiaries has increased to 155 

students, consisting of 75 boys and 80 girls. Beyond the classroom, the project's impact continues to reach the 

local population in the village, which encompasses over 200 inhabitants. Furthermore, the 'Fokontany' 

community, with its 964 residents, is a significant part of the project's reach. 

This project, with a focus on enhancing educational access and quality, empowers young learners with the 

knowledge and skills they need to thrive. It also provides invaluable support to the 03 dedicated teachers 

responsible for nurturing these young minds. On a broader scale, the project contributes to the well-being and 

socio-economic development of the village, creating opportunities for growth and development that positively 

affect the livelihoods and overall quality of life for over 200 village residents. Moreover, its impact extends to 

nearly a thousand individuals within the 'Fokontany' bolstering the foundation for a more informed and 

empowered community. 

As the project continues to evolve, it promises to bring about lasting change in the lives of the 155 students in 

the current school year, fostering gender equity with a substantial number of boys and girls. The three teachers 

benefit from enhanced teaching resources and an improved learning environment, further increasing their 

effectiveness as educators. The positive effects ripple throughout the local population, creating a stronger and 

more prosperous village; the project serves as a catalyst for knowledge dissemination and progress, offering 

a ray of hope for community development and individual growth. 

Current situation 

 Pre-project 
Expected situation post-

project 
Real situation post-project 

Number of 
existing local 
community-
built 
classrooms 

1 school building comprising 2 
classrooms, with metal roofing 
but in poor condition. The 
school was hit by cyclone 
Batsirai on the 5th February 
2022 and then cyclone Emnati 
on the 22nd -23rd February 
2022, which totally destroyed 
all their classrooms. 

One school building 
comprising 3 classrooms. 

One school building 
comprising 3 classrooms. 

Number of 
classrooms 
borrowed 

Church was used as one 
classroom. 

No need to borrow 
classrooms 

No need to borrow 
classrooms 

WASH 
(Water – 
Sanitation – 
Hygiene) 

Absent  - 1 sanitation block composed of 3 'fly-proof' latrine 
compartments, 2 shower cubicles and girls/boys urinals. 

- Hand-washing unit between the latrines and the school 
- Rainwater catchment system 

Others  - Two gazebos as shaded areas for children to play and sit 
in the school grounds, and tree nursery established in 
the school grounds. 
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Expenditure summary 
 

Budget line 
Budget 
(£) 

Funds received 
(MGA) 

Expenditure 
(£) 

Difference with 
amount received (£) 

 
Explanation for difference 

Building materials 

16,411 76,311,557  17,720    -1,408    Exchange rate used in 
budget different from 
reality. Increase in cost of 
materials due to inflation. 
Extra expenditure on 
building retaining wall that 
was required. 

Transport of 
building materials 
and furniture 

3,650 16,972,860  5,437    -1,809    Budget underestimated. 

Labour 5,130 23,855,005  4,734     365     

Furniture, 
accessories and 
additions 

1,112 5,170,910  735     370     

Monitoring & 
evaluation 

1,277 5,937,246  399     870     

Project 
management 

2,121 9,865,118  2,114    -5     

Total 29,701 138,112,695  31,139    -1,616     

 

 

Figure 12: Community celebrations at the end of the project. 
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Conclusion 

Even if the launch of the building work was later than originally planned due to different circumstances, the 

project of rebuilding Maromby Primary School was successfully completed by the beginning of October 2023. 

The community and local leaders showed they were motivated and concerned about this project. At the 

closure of this project, happiness was seen on every face. In fact, this school is the first solid (cement) building 

in the area. Children and parents now feel less burdened and worried, considering the latest situation 

(cyclones), as the building is cyclone proof. They are delighted to start using their new school building, and 

feel more motivated for whatever comes next. 

 

THANK YOU EAGLE FOUNDATION FOR FUNDING THIS PROJECT ! 

 

Figure 13: Pupils having fun learning how to prepare the tree nursery. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Thank-you letter from the Ikongo district education authorities 
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Translation:       

 

“For : 

- NGO NY TANINTSIKA and FEEDBACK MADAGASCAR 

- The donor "EAGLE FOUNDATION 

Subject: Letter of thanks 

Dear Sir or Madam 

The Ikongo school district benefits from several infrastructures donated by "NY TANINTSIKA". Today, 02 

October, two schools, EPP MAROMBY and EPP VAKOANINA, received two new infrastructures built in the 

rural commune of Ambohimisafy, District Ikongo. 

Here are the details of the facilities: 

- Three-room school building 

- One sanitation block composed of 3 latrine compartments, 2 shower cubicles and girls/boys urinals  

- Rainwater catchment system of 8000 litres 

- 2 gazebos 

- Tree nursery 

The beneficiaries were delighted with all this. 

The head of the Ikongo school district would like to express his great thanks and gratitude to: EAGLE 

FOUNDATION, donor, and ONG NY TANINTSIKA/FEEDBACK MADAGASCAR, fund manager and executor of the 

project. 

We look forward to further collaborations, God bless.” 
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Appendix 2: Thank-you letter from Maromby Primary School 

 

Translation:  

"We, the parents and community living in Maromby, are delighted to thank ONG NY TANINTSIKA, FEEDBACK 

MADAGASCAR and EAGLE FOUNDATION for the successful construction of the school in Maromby, which has 

three rooms, a sanitary block with 5 compartments, two large showers and an impluvium, two chalets and a 

nursery. 

The work carried out at EPP MAROMBY, ZAP Ambohimisafy, Commune Ambohimisafy, District Ikongo, has 

been successfully completed, so we are delighted to thank ONG NY TANINTSIKA and FEEDBACK 

MADAGASCAR, especially EAGLE FOUNDATION the donor. 

The Director of the school " 
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Appendix 3 : EPP Maromby reception report 
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Appendix 4 : CER training attendance sheets 
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Appendix 5: Some pictures 

1. Beneficiaries contributions to the project: 
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2. Work progress: 
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3. Reception of works and key handover ceremony 
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